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Thermalized plasma of o-and f-like multicharged ions as an

object for observation of new laser-electron nuclear effects

A possibility of the experimental observation of set of the electron satellites in

spectra of the electron-nuclear g-transition of the nucleus in a multicharged atomic ion

is analysed. It is proposed to use for observation of these effects the thermalized plasma

of O-,F-like multicharged ions. As example, the nuclear transition in the isotope 
57

26 Fe
with energy 14,41 keV is considered for O-and F-like ions of Fe. It is shown that the

electron-nuclear lines in spectra of emission or absorption can be experimentally

observed in plasma of the O-and F-like multicharged ions and it is very important that

they are not overlapping by the Doppler broadening.

In last years a great attention is turned to problems of experimental and theoretical

study of high temperature multi-charged ions plasma and developing the new

diagnostics methods (c.f. [1-28]). Similar interest is also stimulated by importance of

carrying out the approaches to determination of the characteristics for multi-charged

ions plasma in thermonuclear reactors, searching new mediums for X-ray range lasers

[5-17]. A great progress in development of laser technique and accelerators experiments

resulted to a new class of problems in the plasma physics and correspondingly

diagnostics of their parameters [26-28]. Here it should be noted a possibility of the

cooperative dynamical phenomena (c.f.[1-14]) due the interaction between atoms, ions,

molecule electron shells and nuclei nucleons. In ref. [15-17] it has been estimated an

influence of the electron shell on velocity of re-charging of the metastable nucleus and

shown that this effect is very little one. Attractive situation arises under transition to

heavy multicharged ions because of changing the energy and geometric parameters of

electron shell. In result a character of interaction with a nucleus may strongly change

and new channels of electron-nuclear processes are opened [23-28]. To traditional

channels of the nucleus excited state decay there are added such effects as the electron-

positron pair production (during the nucleus recharging) with output of new electron

on free bound state. It is easily imagine a situation when this process becomes to be

energetically possible only after removing the strongly bound electron in the initial

state. A new class of problems here is to be considered as follows [27,28]: i). relativistic

calculation of the the mixed γ- optical quantum transitions; ii).use of this effect in

nuclear�atomic-molecular studies with use of lasers; iii).spectroscopy of γ resonances,

creation of additional satellites and narrow resonances inside the Doppler contour of

γ-line; iv).governing by the intensity of the complicated γ-transitions due to the changing
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of the molecular excited states population under action of laser radiation; v). relativistic

quantum calculations of the complex �laser-electron-nuclei� systems.

A principally new approach to problem of the multi charged ions plasma diagnostics

is provided by using the new laser-electron-nuclear spectral effects. In ref. [27-28] a

consistent QED perturbation theory approach is developed and applied to calculation

of the electron-nuclear γ transition spectra of nucleus in the multicharged ion. The

intensities of satellites are defined in the relativistic version of the energy approach (S-

matrix formalism). Decay and excitation probabilities are linked with imaginary part

of the energy of the �nuclei nucleons-electron shells-field� system. As example, the

nuclear transition in the isotope 
57

26 Fe  with energy 14,41 keV is considered. The results

of the relativistic calculation for the electron-nuclear γ-transition spectra (set of electron

satellites) of the nucleus in a multicharged atomic ion FeXIX were presented. It is of

a great importance to discuss the possible experimental observation of indicated effects.

As indicated in ref. [15-17,7,9] in neutral atoms under standard experimental conditions

the intensive satellites are overlapping by the Doppler contour of the γ- radiation line.

For their observation one should use the methods of inside-Doppler spectroscopy

(c.f.[15]). In principle it is possible an observation of the satellites in the spectrum of

emission or absorption without overlapping by the Doppler contour of the γ line. Such

a situation could be realized in plasma of multicharged ions. In this paper we will

evaluate the possibilities of such experiment realization.

Let us remember that the nuclear emission or absorption spectrum of the atom

possesses a set of electron satellites, which are due to an alteration of the state of the

electron shell [26-28]. The mechanism of formation of the satellites in neutral atoms

and highly charged ion is different. In the first case (loose electron shell) a �shaking of

the shell resulting from the interaction between the nucleus and γ quantum is

predominant. In the second case (rigid electron shell) the mechanism involves a direct

interaction between γ quantum and electrons. The second mechanism is important in

the case of dipole nuclear transitions and dominates at γ quantum energies ≤4 z keV (z

is effective nuclear charge). The traditional selection rules and familiar intensity

hierarchy with respect to electron transition multiplicity do not pertain to the second

mechanism. Consequently, the satellite spectrum is much enriched and transitions

between the fine and hyper fine structure components, 0-0 transitions and transitions

which do not involve a change in the electron configuration can be considered. The

main effect of arising the electron satellites for nuclear transitions has an kinematics

nature, which is in the shifting the system mass centre under emission of the γ-quanta

relatively of the proton or electron orbital. The intensities of satellites lines are

theoretically defined by the imaginary part of excited state energy for three-quasi-

particle system (rigid nuclear core=�c�, above core proton =�p� and electron =�e�) as

a sum of the core, proton and electron contributions:
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 are the secondly quantified operators of field of

the core particles, the fields of protons and the field of electrons. The sum on F designs

the summation on the final states of system. In the second QED perturbation theory

order, the full width of level is divided on the sum of the partial contributions, connected

with the radiation decay into concrete final states of system. These contributions are

proportional to the probabilities of the corresponding transitions. The system of the

red (blue) satellites corresponds to the transitions with excitement (de-excitement) of

the electron shell. The matrix elements in above written expressions are calculated on

the relativistic solutions of the Dirac equation whose radial part is represented by

F′ = -F(æ + |æ|)/r � G(E + 2Mα% -2 � V)α% ,

(2)

G′ = G(æ � |æ|)/r +F(E � V)α%

where æ is the Dirac quantum number, E-the state energy, F, G being the large and

small radial components correspondingly. The procedure details for definition of

contributions in (1) and corresponding matrix elements are described in refs. [23-28].

As it is above indicated, in principle it is possible an observation of the satellites in

the spectrum of emission or absorption without overlapping by the Doppler contour of

the γ- radiation line. Such a situation may be realized in the thermalized plasma of

multicharged ions. It is supposed that the K shell is significantly destroyed. According

to [26,27], an average kinetic energy for ions in a such plasma: ~E
i
/10~1/20 c.u.

(coulomb units), where E
i
 is the �1s� electron bond energy. The Doppler shift is as

follows: δhω
D
 1/ 2/(10 )Mαω .The value αω of is connected with the of γ quantum by

the following relation: Eγ[keV]  4Z(αω); If, say, αω=1, then δhω
D

1/200 (Z)1/2 c.u. 

0,15 (Z)1/2 eV. For comparison let us give the values of the 1s,2s,2p-2p electron

transitions for one-electron ions with Z=10-50: E(1s-2p
3/2)

=1,3⋅103-2,3⋅104eV, E(2s-

2p
3/2)

  E(2s-2p
3/2)

==0,1-3,3⋅102eV. As it has been seen the transition energies have an

order of the Doppler shift value. The little value of splitting in the one-electron ions is

entirely provided by relativistic corrections. In a multi-electron system a situation is

more favourable. Here we consider a case of the O-like and F-like multicharged ions.

An additional splitting is defined by inter electron interaction. In table we present the

energies of levels for L shell of the oxygen-like ion FeXIX (Z=26) [24] , counted from

the ground level 2s22ð2 3Ð
2
 .
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Configuration 2s22ð4 2s22ð5 2ð6

State 3Ð0
3Ð1

1D2
1S0

3Ð2
3Ð1

3Ð0
1Ð1

1S0

Å, eV 9,7 11,5 21,3 40,7 114,6 122,3 127,9 157,6 265,1

The lines of big number of the electron satellites, connected with 2-2 transitions

are sufficiently far from the Doppler contour. As in ref .[26,27] we consider the nuclear

transition in the isotope 
57

26 Fe  with the quantum energy 14,41 keV. The period of the

half decay of state T(1/2)=9,77 10-8 s , the recoil energy 1,96 10-6 keV, the parameter

αω=0,27.We consider the following transitions: 1s-2s (monopole), 1s-2ð
1/2

, 2s-2ð
3/2

(dipole), 2ð
1/2

-2ð
3/2

 (quadruple). Let us consider a scheme of disposition for some

electron satellites in relation to the nuclear transition line for the O-and F-like ions .

Satellites connected with the 1-2 transitions are separated from ω
0
γ on value  6 keV,

but their intensity is less. In fig.1 there are presented the lines which are accompanied

by electron transitions: 1 - 2s22ð41S
0
-2s2p53P

1
; 2 - 2s22ð43P

1
-2s2p53P

2
; 3 -

2s22ð43P
2
-2s2p53P

1
; 4 - 2s2ð53P

1
-2p61S

0 
. The relative intensities for these satellites are

7⋅10-5, the Doppler broadening is δhω
D
  5 ýÂ (shown on figure qualitatively). So, it

is clear that the electron-nuclear lines in spectra of emission or absorption can be

experimentally observed in plasma of O-and F-like multicharged ions and they are not

overlapping by the Doppler broadening.

Figure. The positions of emission and absorption lines electron satellites (in a positive and

negative direction of abscissa axe correspondingly) for ions FeXIX, Fe XVIII in

lowest states of the ground configurations 2s22ð4 , 2s22ð5 (à) and states of the

excited configuration 2s2ð5 , 2s2ð5nl (b) relatively the nuclear γ-transition in

isotope of 57
26

Fe with energy hω
0
γ=14,41 keV [26-28]; P(pe)/P(p) is relation of

the satellite intensity to the nuclear transition line intensity.
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Ñ. Â. Ìàëèíîâñêàÿ

Òåðìàëèçîâàííàÿ ïëàçìà o-è f-ïîäîáíûõ ìíîãîçàðÿäíûõ èîíîâ êàê

îáúåêò äëÿ íàáëþäåíèÿ íîâûõ ëàçåðíî-ýëåêòðîí-ÿäåðíûõ ýôôåêòîâ

ÀÍÍÎÒÀÖÈß

Ïðîàíàëèçèðîâàíû âîçìîæíîñòè íàáëþäåíèÿ ñèñòåìû ýëåêòðîííûõ ñà-

òåëëèòîâ â ñïåêòðå ýëåêòðîí � ÿäåðíûõ γ ïåðåõîäîâ â ÿäðå ìíîãîçàðÿäíîãî

èîíà. Ïðåäëàãàåòñÿ èñïîëüçîâàòü äëÿ íàáëþäåíèÿ èñêîìûõ ýôôåêòîâ òåð-

ìàëèçîâàííóþ ïëàçìó O- è F- ïîäîáíûõ ìíîãîçàðÿäíûõ èîíîâ. Â êà÷åñòâå

ïðèìåðà ðàññìàòðèâàåòñÿ ïåðåõîä â èçîòîïå 57

26 Fe  ñ ýíåðãèåé 14,41 kýÂ. Ïî-

êàçàíî, ÷òî ýëåêòðîí � ÿäåðíûå ëèíèè â ñïåêòðå èçëó÷åíèÿ èëè ïîãëîùåíèÿ

ìîãóò áûòü ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíî îáíàðóæåíû â ïëàçìå O- è F- ïîäîáíûõ ìíî-

ãîçàðÿäíûõ èîíîâ, ïðè÷åì èñêîìûå ëèíèè íå ïåðåêðûâàþòñÿ óøèðåíèåì

Äîïëåðà.

Ñ. Â. Ìàëèíîâñüêà

Òåðìàë³çîâàíà ïëàçìà o- òà f-ïîä³áíèõ áàãàòîçàðÿäíèõ ³îí³â ÿê îá�ºêò

äëÿ ñïîñòåð³ãàííÿ íîâèõ ëàçåðíî-åëåêòðîí-ÿäåðíèõ åôåêò³â

ÀÍÎÒÀÖ²ß

Ïðîàíàë³çîâàí³ ìîæëèâîñò³ ñïîñòåð³ãàííÿ ñèñòåìè åëåêòðîíèõ ñàòåë³ò³â

ó ñïåêòð³ åëåêòðîí � ÿäåðíèõ γ ïåðåõîä³â â ÿäð³ áàãàòîçàðÿäíîãî ³îíó. Çàï-

ðîïîíîâàíî âèêîðèñòàòè äëÿ ñïîñòåð³ãàííÿ øóêàíèõ åôåêò³â òåðìàë³çîâàíó

ïëàçìó O- ³ F- ïîä³áíèõ áàãàòîçàðÿäíèõ ³îí³â. ßê ïðèêë\àä, ðîçãëÿíóòî ïå-

ðåõ³ä â ³çîòîï³ 
57

26 Fe  ç åíåðã³ºþ 14,41 kýÂ. Ïîêàçàíî, ùî åëåêòðîí � ÿäåðí³

ë³í³¿ ó ñïåêòð³ âèïðîì³íþâàííÿ àáî ïîãëèíåííÿ ìîæóòü áóòè åêñïåð³ìåíòàëü-

íî ñïîñòåðåæåí³ ó ïëàçì³ O-, F- ïîä³áíèõ áàãàòîçàðÿäíèõ ³îí³â, ïðè ÷îìó

øóêàí³ ë³í³¿ íå ïåðåêðèâàþòüñÿ óøèðþâàííÿì Äîïëåðà.


